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Cook: William Law, Nauvoo Dissenter

william law nauvoo dissenter
lyndon W cook
dissent is not a novel topic in mormon history nor is it the most
urgent issue confronting the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints today nonetheless for the student of latter day saint history
the disaffection of its members and especially its leaders has a
peculiar interest and significance indeed the pages of early mormon
history are filled with undulations of dissent and apostasy the
tragedies at kirtland and far west are vividly remembered when a
conflict of position occurs it is often accompanied by a clash of passion in such circumstances it is not always easy to discern who is at
fault william law a member of the first presidency of the LDS
church in nauvoo illinois became an apostate in 1844 shortly before joseph smith was murdered at carthage according to his own
statements and actions william law had developed a genuine commitment to mormonism before becoming a schismatic however by
the spring of 1843 his commitment began to waver and by early 1844
leader
rjoseph
he had concluded that the mormon leade
leaderjoseph
joseph smith was a fallen
prophet because many of william law s statements are vindictive
and self serving they must be weighed accordingly some crucial
comments regarding his apostasy were made in moments of tremendous fear and anger others were offered after many years of reflection this paper will attempt to identify the fundamental causes of
william law s apostasy
born in 1809 william law was a native of northern ireland the
laws william was the youngest of five brothers immigrated to
america about 1819 1820 finally settling in western pennsylvania
easily obtained land and the opportunity for financial improvement
lured young william to upper canada ontario
church ville
at churchville
five miles northwest of toronto william acquired
located twenty
twentyfive
farming ground operated a mill along the credit river and served as
local postmaster here in upper canada at the age of twenty four
william married his only wife nineteen year old jane silverthorn
lyndon W cook teaches church history at brigham young university
part of a chapter in a forthcoming volume of biographical essays entitled the gospel
this article is pan
according to william the paper was presented at the twenty fifth annual upper missouri history conference omaha nebraska 13 march 1982
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the attractive canadian

born daughter of thomas silverthorn would
be married to william law for nearly half a century and would give
birth to at least eight children I
off from parley P pratts missionary success in toronto
A spin
spinoff
churchville was a temporary stronghold of mormonism 2 william
and jane law were converted to the mormon church in 1836 through
andjane
anajane
the efforts of john taylor and almon W babbitt in april of the
following year william was ordained to the melchizedek priesthood
by elder pratt and assumed the leadership of the branch in churchville joseph home
horne who first became acquainted with william law
while accompanying the prophet joseph smith on a visit to churchville in 1837 remembered the irish convert as a very good man 3
the prophets visit to the toronto area in 1837 coincided with a
period of unrest in ontario and quebec revolts broke out in both
upper and lower canada with the rebels demanding responsible government from the british one source reported that during joseph
smiths 1837 visit to ontario he told his canadian brethren
to sell while they could get out of the place or blood would be upon
their heels 4 the faithful few who did not leave canada for
missouri in 1837 1838 were detained only because of extenuating circum stances william and jane left ontario in 1838 and located temcumstances
porarily
pora rily in mercer county pennsylvania where they waited for the
silverthorn estate to be divided and their share to be sold william
remarked at the time that he was anxious to be gathered with the
people of god and informed his friend james mulholland that as
soon as the exiled missouri saints fixed a place of resting he
would endeavour to move there 5
jane law s interest in the silverthorn estate was secured on
4 september 1839 but the laws may have departed for nauvoo
1

rjoseph
cited from lyndon W cook
joseph Is truly a wonderful man he
brother
brotherjoseph
Brothe
pre 1844 letters of william law brigham young
voting university
Is all we could wish a prophet to be
studies 20 winter 1980 207 18 two items of biography cited in the above source need correcting 1 the
best evidence now available identifies william law s mother as ann hunter law mary wilson appears to be
his paternal grandmother and 2 williams death date should be 19 january 1892 jane silverthorn
dates of william and
birthdates
birth
binh
birthrates
william s wife was born about 1814 and died 8 september 1882 the names and binhdates
thomas J b 4 march
janes eight children are richard b 28 february 1834 rebecca b 30 march 1836 thomasj
1841
pune 1844 wilson b 1 september
14 june
31january 1841john
184 ijohn
1837 helen b 17 march 1839 william b 31 january
john b 14june
1846 and cys b 29 may 1848
tfje
2the christian examiner was published monthly in toronto by the presbyterian church one of their
athe
ministers had preached in churchville in late 1838 and noted that this village was for a time the stronghold
of mormonism
there they had frequent meetings both on sabbath and week days and a considerable
christian examiner 11 december 1838
number were baptized by their preacher
3diary
ap 1 2 library archives historical department of the
diary and reminiscences of joseph horne
home pp
of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as church archives
church ofjesus
4correspondence of Hepzibah richards kinland
correspondence
kirtland ohio 28 january 1838 church archives
awilliam law to tojames
5william
william
james mulholland 27 march 1839 church archives cited in cook pre 1844 letters
of william law p 216

biographical material

is
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before the final papers were signed 6 the prophets history indicates
that william led a seven wagon caravan of canadian saints to the
new gathering place arriving the first week of november 1839 7 A
complete list of names of those traveling under his direction has not
survived but it is known that in addition to his own immediate
family william s non mormon brother wilson was among the
group 8 the aggressive law brothers would play an active role in the

mormon community until the summer of 1844
williams
william s abilities as a committed follower and leader as well as
his improved financial status made him a natural choice for church
service at nauvoo in 1841 with divine confirmation the prophet
joseph smith selected him as a counselor in the first presidency 9
shortly after this calling one observer noted that no man could be
better fitted to his station in the presidency william law was considered to be a man having great suavity of manners and amiability
of character
correct business habits and great devotion to the
service of god 10 at the time of his call as asjoseph
aljoseph
joseph smiths counselor
the blue eyed irishman was thirty one years old five feet eight and
one half inches tall and one hundred and seventy five pounds he
would serve in the presidency until the first week of january 1844
when his disgruntlement resulted in his being released
who would have guessed in january 1841 when he was called to
the presidency that within three years william law would be a bitter
enemy of joseph smith certainly there is nothing in his earlier
writings that suggests any tentativeness in his commitment to the restoration
to
it is perhaps significant that the reasons law offered for his
disaffection and schismatic behavior are remarkably similar to those
given by other prominent mormon dissenters of the same general
period these reasons essentially related to a growing concentration
of authority in the hands of the president of the church and the extension of that authority into the areas of politics and economics 11
slive
silverthorn
nhorn estate
the thomas Silve

papers are located at the land registry office brampton ontario

canada
ad ed rev 7 vols salt
joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesus
of latter day saints 2d
of jesus christ oflatter
4 20 hereafter cited as history odthe
lake city deseret news 1932 1951 420
the
fae church
of fhe
contrary to some reports williams brother wilson was baptized and ordained an elder in nauvoo
wilson law came to nauvoo a single man and left a widower his marriage to nauvoo schoolteacher
elizabeth F sikes on 25 december 1842 ended abruptly when she died 31 march 1844 see lyndon W
co
ok comp civil marriages in nauvoo and some outlying areas
cook
1839 1845 provo utah liberty
18391845
publishing co 1980 p 19
see doctrine and covenants 124
91
12491
310 included the
the times and seasons 1 1 february 1841 3510
following statement william law has recently by revelation been appointed one of the first presidency in
the place of hyrum smith
new york herald 19 february 1842
ionew
ionea
see marvin S hill
tsee
cultural crisis in the mormon kingdom A reconsideration of the causes of
isee
V
akirtland
rtland dissent church history 49 september 1980 286 97
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the opposition manifested by mormon

dissenters during the late
1830s and early 1840s was actually consistent with the political and
ofjesus
jesus christ of latter day
religious milieu of the day the church of
saints was organized at a time when much of american thought was
pervaded by a democratic spirit that challenged authoritarianism and
autocracy in government as well as in religion one authority of the
period has written that the democratic revolution was at its height
in 1830 12 although the book of mormon and the written revelations
gave the fledgling church an unmatched popular authoritative apits first decade nevertheless was characterized by a certain
peal
democratic spirit and lack of defined theology 13
it is true that the high priests and more particularly their
presidency the presidency of the high priesthood had assumed
supremacy as a presiding elite in the church during 1831 1834 but
an organizational change occurred in 1835 that equally dispersed
presiding priesthood authority among five quorums of church
government and essentially abandoned the title presidency of the
high priesthood in favor of first presidency 14 this decentralizing action was apparently effected to calm the vocal opposition to
alleged elitism and authoritarianism in the priesthood government 15
beginning in 1837 1838 control of power again began to gravitate
toward a single quorum the first presidency As a result the earlier
democratic elements of the society gave way to a much more centralized church government during the remainder of joseph smiths
leadership events which served as prelude to this consolidation of
power were undoubtedly related to the widespread apostasy in ohio
and missouri in 1837 1838 the prophets missouri incarceration in
1838 1839 the founding of nauvoo as a city state and joseph
smiths frustrating trip to washington DC in 1839 1840 this
administrative metamorphosis in church government actually thrust
the mormon community towards a closed theocratic society and away
gordon

S

wood

evangelical america and early mormonism

new york history 61 october

381

1980

conversion of the early mormon was obtained as much by a reliance on authority ie written
revelations and witnesses of angelic app
appearances
mances as through personal experience with the supernatural
lances

the

joseph
josepg smith A historical and biographical
the prophet
prophetjoseph
joseth
lyndon W cook the revelations of
oftbe
oftle
commentary odthe
ap 136 and 216
the doctrine and covenants provo seventy s mission bookstore 1981 pp
of rhe
dac 107 received 28 march 1835 confirmed this decentralization of authority
see orson hyde and hyrum smith to the bishop his council and the inhabitants in zion
rhe
14 january 1833 cited in history odrae
the church 11318
318
518 19 the missouri saints had charged joseph with
1518
of rge
p 318 david Whit
all believers in christ
alt
whitmers
mers an address to allbelievers
seeking monarchial power and authority
whkmers
whitters
richmond mo ap
np 1887 details his objections to the office of high priest appp 62 67 see also william
III 10 january 1861 and july 1872 both letters located at library
E mclellan to joseph smith 111
of jesus christ of latter day saints independence mo
archives the auditorium reorganized church ofiesus
see
14see
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from the more popular elements of democracy that were then finding
expression in america some converts like william law were uncomfortable submitting to this kind of ecclesiastical control
it is not altogether clear why william law was attracted to mormonism his former religious affiliation has not been ascertained 16
but it does seem evident that he saw himself as a religious man he
believed that his own salvation required he live a moral life and assist
in saving others through preaching the gospel each conversion to
mormonism contained common elements but also differences while
it may be difficult to establish a rigid continuity in the process of conversion to mormonism the announcement of the appearances of
moroni the reception and translation of the gold plates and the
unique LDS claim to authority figured prominently william law
certainly was captivated by these component parts of the latter day
3 7 one year after law s conversion
message 17 A letter written in 18
1837
1857
gives insight into his feelings at that time corresponding with his
friend and onetime
one time idol isaac russell the twenty eight year old
convert witnessed a maturing commitment to mormonism
although trials persecutions privations and sorrows await the saints
yet god will not forsake them yea in the hour of their greatest need
he will stand by them to deliver
brojoseph
bro joseph is truly a wonderful
man he is all we could wish a prophet to be and bro sidney what eloI1lam
quence is his and think how he has sacrificed for the truth
am
iam
aware we must endure affliction but I1 wont shrink from my calling
though

I1

sacrifice
should have to sacrafice
sac rafice sic all things

18

persecution and suffering normally recognized as negative
feelings often create a sense of mutuality among members of a
religious society by giving focus to group sentiment
like any
emergency persecution tends to make people more aware of their
common interests and to draw attention to those values which make
up the collective conscience of the society 19 for william law
religious persecution resulted in a stronger commitment to mormonism because he regarded such persecution as gods test of his worthiness in march 1839 william wrote to a fellow saint it was wisdom
like his older brother james law william may have been a presbyterian before joining the mormon
mercer county pennsylvania chicago 111
merrer
ill
lil
lii brown runk and co publishers 1888
church see history of
ofmercer
p 1157
me
whe importance of modern revelation and proper priesthood authority to act in gods name are notions
the
which consistently find expression in william law s writings
william law to isaac russell 10 november 1837 church archives cited in cook pre 1844 letters of
william law ap
pp 211 12
kalt
kaitT erikson wayward puritans A study in the sociology ofdeviance
of deviance new york john wiley &
sons 1966

p 4
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in the almighty the saints had been exiled from missouri through
it all he said the church would be purged and made clean 20
although american society was very fluid during this period
converting to mormonism and gathering to zion often upset
religious tradition and broke up families williams writings after his
conversion reflect the new emphasis of this period on the value of
the individual and a faith in the ability of the common person 21
he informed an esteemed fellow convert in 1839 that his family s anmy
tagonism to his new religious interests had not dissuaded him
father is much opposed to mormonism from evil reports &c
ac which
he has heard wrote william but this does not discourage us as
we know in whom we trust we are determined to hold out to the end
though we may have to suffer all things 22
william law wasted little time putting down roots at nauvoo
with his brother wilson as partner he purchased properties
opened a store and proceeded to build a much needed steammill
ste
ammill A
man of enterprise william was dedicated to self improvement
through shrewd investment and hard work he saw in the large inmormons to nauvoo an opportunity personally to take advanflux of cormons
tage of the economic growth of the community though he was not
wealthy the native irishman was a man of means and his influence
wide as he
churchwide
churchwise
among the canadian saints now began to expand Church
assumed his new calling in the presidency
evidence that william law had unreservedly thrown his lot with
the saints can be demonstrated by itemizing even a few of his church
related activities after arriving in nauvoo in early 1840 he apparently becamejoseph
became joseph
ejoseph smiths creditor when he promised the mormon
becam
prophet one hundred dollars to defray traveling expenses to
washington DC 23 this was only the beginning of an extensive
james mulholland 27 march 1839 church archives cited in cook pre 1844 letters
william law to tojames
of william law p 215
111
carl N degler et al the democratic experience an american history 12 vols glenview
Glen view ill
ili
lii scott
cari
foresman and co 1981 1179
william law to isaac russell 17 january 1839 church archives cited in cook pre 1844 letters of
william law p 214
23 23history
the church 4511 in the spring and summer of 1840 william and jane law extended an afhistory odthe
of fhe
fectionate hand to edward partridges family during the bishop s final illness emily partridge remembered
the kindness of the laws during her family s distressed condition at nauvoo
while my father lay sick my
sister eliza and 1I and some of the other children were sick also and it was very unpleasant for so many sick to
be in one small room brother and sister law took eliza and I1 home with them and showed us every kindness
1I felt as though 1I had almost got to heaven after all the years of suffering that we had endured and now to be
in such a good house and to have a comfortable bed to lay upon with nourishing and palatable food 1I
almost thought that it was too pleasant to be true
after fathers death brother law took our whole family home and administered to our wants and with
such good and kind care we began to improve in health and when we had sufficiently regained our health we
womans exponent 14
autobiography of emily D P young comans
went back into our little hut once more
26.
15 july 1885
26
15july
20

45

33
53
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credit debit relationship which would continue between the two men
for the next four years 24 in january 1841 william accepted a call to
serve in the first presidency and in june through august of that year
he took a mission to philadelphia with hyrum smith 25 from 1840
through 1843 william made his home available for church meetings
of all kinds and during approximately the same time period he filled
regular preaching assignments at nauvoo and in lee county iowa
21
territory 26
the first presidency counselor defended joseph smiths
character in 1842 by issuing public statements condemning john C
bennetts licentious conduct at nauvoo and later that same year
september november william made a second mission to the
eastern states to preach the gospel regulate church affairs and
counter bennett s allegations of immoral conduct on the part of the
prophet 27 with eight others law received the ancient endowment
from joseph smith in may 1842 and continued to meet in private
28william aidedjoseph
councils with the prophet untiljanuary
aided joseph
until january 1844 28 william
lat
smith immeasurably during the batters
latters
ters hiding from law enforcement
officers during august through december 1842 and both law
brothers extended moral and financial support to the prophet during
his trial in springfield illinois in january 1843 29 finally when
joseph was arrested in dixon illinois in june 1843 for treason
william and wilson law were again numbered among those who
rendered valuable assistance in his rescue 30
these activities of faith and friendship brought william law
closer to joseph smith resulting in an increased identification with
ofwilliam law 27 april 1841 9 july 1842 beinecke rare book and manuscript
nauvoo day book of william
joseph smith 1 july 1842 24 july 1843 cedar rapids
library yale university and nauvoo day book ofofjoseph

see
24see

iowa masonic lodge microfilm copy in church archives
25histoly
history

archives

284 86 and 5557
37 journal of george A smith
537
of the church 44284

21

june

1841

church

the nauvoo high council minutes church

archives show that the high council often met at law s
4 340
fhe
the church 4340
540 and 583 journal of Wilford woodruff 10 april 1842 church
house see also history of
4540
odthe
cormons the journal of william clayton 1840 1842 ed james B ailen
alien
allen and
archives and manchester mormons
thomas G alexander santa barbara calif peregrine smith 1974 p 212
see
5 146 160 and 183
rhe
the church 5146
27times
73 and history of
times and seasons 3 1 august 1842 872
odthe
87273
87275
contained in john C bennetts
and affidavits containedinjohn
also affidavits and
unt
ant
antcertificates disapproving the statements andaffidavits
certificates

letters nauvoo 31 august 1842
on 4 may 1842 1I was
kimball journal 1840 1845 strange events church archives
hober C kimballjournal
heber
soforth in
scalled and ordained a preast and goforth
aniciated
amciated
ted into the ancient order was washed and annomted
anicia
annointed and sealled
pudge
judge james
marks fudge
jlmes adams
company with nine others Viz
joseph smith hiram smith wm
vizjoseph
win law wm law marksjudge
in december 1845 heber C kimball
brigham young willard richards george miller N K whitney
rrecalled
called the inauguration of the temple endowment about 4 years ago next may nine persons were admitted into the holy order 5 are now living B young willard richards george miller N K whitney &
H C kimball two are dead james
jlmes adams and hyrum smith and two are worse than dead william law
m the handwriting of
and william marks
heber C kimball journal 1845 1846 21 december 1845 in
william clayton church archives
see history ofthe
sec
5 103 and 119 see also wilson law s bill of expenses against the estate of
rke church 5103
the
odthe
of rae
joseph smith decd 23 may 1845 original in
steven G barnett salt lake city
m possession of
ofsteven
see william patterson mcintire report of ofjoseph
31see
joseph s arrest at dixon as near as he can remember
dated 3 october 1843 church archives

34
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the saints and a deepening feeling of commitment to mormonism
in november 1840 william confidently informed a temporary conorganized church on the
vert that the mormon church was the only organised
earth that god now acknowledges
after living in close proximity
to the prophet for a year in nauvoo william penned his appraisal of
the mormon leader
I1 have carefully watched his movements since 1I have been here and 1I
assure you I1 have found him honest and honourable
honour able in all our transactions which have been very considerable I1 believe he is an honest
upright man and as to his follies let who ever is guiltless throw the first
stone at him 1I shant do it 31

all this clearly suggests that before his apostasy william law had
achieved a high level of commitment to mormonism especially to
joseph smith yet for all his apparent willingness to take greater
risks and to tolerate suffering for his new religion william s loyalty
to the mormon prophet was critically and decisively tested in
1843 1844 william must have imagined that the place of a living
prophet was only to restore a new testament church with proper
authority to perform essential ordinances and promulgate christian
teachings however joseph smiths mission was to restore a dispensafalness of ancient times with plenary power to institute
tion of the fulness
ancient practices and ordinances and to speak authoritatively on all
issues including political economic and social matters As a result
william law was constrained to question the validity of his religious
experience as a latter day saint for some like heber C kimball
and brigham young the truth of mormonism existed in such a
magnified form that they were willing to pursue it despite increased
suffering each commitment or new encounter became both more
bitter and more sweet to these men the essential proof of their
commitment was total submission to the leader however william
law s democratic spirit evidently would never allow him to reach that
Irish mans faith in the
transcendent level of commitment the native irishmans
restoration and the latter day prophet turned out to be the mortal
ignis fatrus
ignisfatuus
fatuus of his religious career
william law perceived joseph smith s religious views to be antithetical to good law and order not unlike that of oliver cowdery
david whitmer thomas B marsh and others william s disaffection coincided with a spiritual departure from the essential purposes
of the kingdom law opposed a growing ecclesiastical control over
31wlliarn
william

william law

law to isaac russell 29 november 1840 church archives cited in cook

pre 1844 letters of

p 218

55
53
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political and social life
according to his own
statements made just prior to and after his excommunication
william law turned against the mormon prophet because of
1 1joseph
williams perception that ljoseph
joseph was totally ungovernable and
ajoseph
defiant and was determined to obey or disobey the law of the land at
his convenience ie a claim to higher law 2 joseph united church
nauvoo in the passage of city ordinances
and state both as mayor of
ofnauvoo
and the use of police power and as an influential religious leader by
manipulating or seeking to manipulate politicians for private purposes ie breakdown of the rule of law 3 joseph had allowed the
established judicial order of church government to be trampled under
4 joseph
foot ajoseph
4joseph had attempted to control the temporal financial interests of the mormon people by ecclesiastical authority and 5 more
importantly joseph had corrupted the church by introducing false
and damnable doctrines such as a plurality of gods a plurality of
wives and the doctrine of unconditional sealing up unto eternal life
ie joseph smith was a fallen prophet
despite a growing antagonism william had restrained his feelings and dissembled his opposition as best he could he was hoping
things would change for the better although at first law found
himself occupying a middle ground between rational conviction and
emotional uncertainty he became progressively more confident that
joseph smith was in transgression it was not until perhaps april or
may 1844 that he organized his thinking in such a way as to systematically attack his enemy even then he was not assailing the validity of
the restoration the vehemence with which william law denounced
the prophet in 1844 was not due to disbelief in mormon polity but to
his conviction that the mormon leader had plunged into apostate
practices it was joseph smiths influence that law sought to destroy
william law s justification for his position of dissent was based
on at least five points of contention first he alleged that joseph
smith was defiant of state laws his particular reference was to
the 1842 and 1843 attempts by the state of missouri to extradite
the mormon prophet on charges of 1 being an accessory to an attempted murder in 1842 and of 2 committing treason in 1843
although he initially assisted joseph smith in avoiding imprisonment
and extradition during this period william later believed that this
was wrong 32 law s changing attitude on this matter betrays an essential loss of commitment
in 1842 1843 he recognized joseph
his economic

see history
32see

of the church 589 97 103 19 144 and 209 48 see also the law interview
Shulls burg wis 30 march 1887 published in the salt lake
dr W wyl interview with william law in shullsburg
daily tribune 31 july 1887 p 6 hereafter cited as law interview 30 march 1887

56
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smith as the lords prophet and as innocent of any wrongdoing
while in 1844 after his disaffection his anger and disillusionment led
him to believe otherwise
specifically william accused joseph of uniting church and state
in the 1842 extradition attempt for example a provision of the
nauvoo charter gave the nauvoo municipal court power to grant
writs of habeas corpus in all cases arising under the ordinances of the
city council 33 A broad interpretation of this provision would have
given the court power to investigate within the city of nauvoo any
confinement state or local that was in violation of the provisions of a
valid city ordinance 34 the state officers who arrested joseph smith
on 8 august 1842 held that the city court did not have authority to
investigate the arrest and were chagrined when the nauvoo court
granted the prophet a writ of habeas corpus 35 after the departure of
the state officers the nauvoo city council responding to an uncertainty of their own jurisdiction in the mormon leaders case passed
an ordinance that authorized the city court to investigate not only
local arrests but the case of any person who might be under arrest at
nauvoo 36 while the municipal court was clearly attempting to keep
joseph from extradition and inhumane treatment from his missouri
enemies governor thomas carlin viewed the city courts actions in
releasing the prophet as most absurd and ridiculous and a gross
usurpation of power that cannot be tolerated 37 it is not known
whether william law had any reservations at the time concerning the
doings of the city council but by 1844 he was interpreting this ordinance as an action of expediency and as wholly illegal 38
another piece of evidence which law used to show that the
lat
batters
prophet had united church and state was the latters
ters release by the
nauvoo municipal court in another missouri extradition attempt on
see
33see

an act to incorporate the city of nauvoo

4 239
the church 4259
259 45
4239
see dallin H oaks
31see

the

section

17

the

odthe
of the nauvoo expositor
suppression ofthe

charter is cited in full in history of

utah lawreview
law review

9

winter

1965

878 and 880

george
35george miller writing on this matter in september 1842 said
the officers that apprehended them
smith & rockwell premitorally
premit orally refused to acknowledge the validity of any city ordinance in the case
A more
george miller to governor thomas reynolds 4 september 1842 cited in lyndon W cook
virtuous man never existed on the footstool of the great jehovah george miller on joseph smith BYU
studies 19 spring 1979 406
35

see history
36see

ibid
bid

5 87
the church 587
odthe
of fhe
ofthe

5 154
5154
see nauvoo expositor 7 june 1844 p 2 william law to the upper mississippian august 1844 cited
asee
3see
6 and william law affin nauvoo neighbor 25 september 1844
law interview 30 march 1887 p 61
ad ed cinkormon polygamy 2d
fi
18855 cited in charles augustus shook the true origin ofmormon
of mormon
idavit 17 july 188
cinnati
cinnoti
ap 124 28 hereafter cited as 1885 affidavit of william
nati the standard publishing co 1914 pp
cin
confessedjoseph
joseph smiths guilt in the 1842 missouri charges
although in later life william law freely confessed
law
seig serving because it is
selg
he never admitted his own complicity in the matter these accusations were clearly self
known that he greatly assisted the prophet during his 1842 hiding and ifjoseph smith committed any crime
william law was certainly an accessory
311
571
511

57
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injune
injure july 1843 in december

1843 five months
after the nauvoo court had discharged the mormon leader the city

charges of treason

council approved an ordinance that sought to protect joseph smith
harras sment the purpose of the law was to
from further missouri harrassment
subject any officer of the law to a mandatory life sentence for
attempting to arrest the prophet on the old missouri charges the
city ordinance stipulated that such an offending person if convicted could be pardoned only by the governor of the state with the
4consent
consent of the mayor of nauvoo 39 again the city council commormons
Mor mons sought to bar by city ordinance
posed predominantly of cormons
josephs extradition william characterized this action as illegal and
declared the prophets unfriendly attitude toward the state of
missouri as contrary to true christian principles
1I

hostile spirit and conduct manifested by joseph smith and many
of his associates towards missouri
are decidedly at variance with
the true spirit of christianity and should not be encouraged by any
people much less by those professing to be the ministers of the gospel
of peace 40

the

A second allegation by

william law was that joseph smith

sought to manipulate politicians for his own purpose when the
mormon prophet was arrested in dixon illinois 23 june 1843 he
was successful in acquiring the talented legal services of lawyer cyrus
ofmcdonough
walker of
mcdonough county illinois A whig candidate for the
united states house of representatives walker effectively pledged
his influence in securing josephs release in exchange for the
prophets support in the august election 41 the irishman was present in july 1843 when in law s words joseph promised walker
that he should have nine out of every ten mormon votes 42 within
thirty days however church leaders had decided that it would be in
their interest politically to vote for walkers opponent joseph P
hoge william law violently disagreed with this so called trickery
on saturday 5 august 1843 two days before the election
hyrum smith addressed the citizens of nauvoo advising them to vote
from its first discovery and
of illinois maom
of the church 6105 106 henry brown in his history ofillinoisftom
settlement to the present time new york J winchester new world press 1844 p 398 characterized
the 8 december 1843 nauvoo ordinance as a direct attempt to set the laws of the state and of the nation at
defiance and an attempt to legislate without authority
40 40nauvoo
nauvoo Fx
expositor 7 june 1844 resolution 4 p 2
positor
411be
the quincy herald 28 february 1845 reminded its readers of a prominent whig who procured the
release ofofjoseph
joseph smith from the custody of the messenger of the state of missouri by pleading the validity of
a section of the nauvoo charter
charier giving the right to the mayor to issue writs of habeas corpus in certain cases
knowing the while as he certainly did that the section had no reference to cases arising without the limits of
cormons to send him to congress
ibis prominent whig wanted the mormons
the city this
law interview 30 march 1887 p 61
39 history

58
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for hoge 43 william had earlier warned hyrum that because of
josephs promise he would not tolerate such an action after the
patriarchs talk law spoke and showed the people how shamefully
they had treated the politician 1 I made such an impression
remembered william that they began to shout for mr walker 44
hyrum then took the stand and declared that he had a revelation
from the lord that the people should vote for mr hoge 45 on
sunday morning 6 august the day before the election william inwe went over to the
formed joseph of what had occurred
meeting continued law and joseph told hyrum what 1I had said
hyrum insisted that he had had a revelation oh said joseph if this
is a revelation then it is all right and he went on the stand and told
the saints to vote for hoge 46 the prophets diary account of this occasion confirms some of the details provided by law
bro hiram
tells me this morning that he has had a testimony that it will be better
for this people to vote for hoge & 1I never knew hiram say he had a
revelation & it failed 1 I never told bro law to tell my private feelings let god speak and all man hold their peace47
peace 47
that joseph smith
third the first presidency counselor charged thatjoseph
igno
in the
ignored
had allowed the established order of the church to be ignoredin
redin
excommunication trial beginning in 1831 rules were laid down
which governed trials involving members of the presidency of the
high priesthood 48 A revelation published in 1835 stipulated that if
a member of the presidency of the high priesthood later known as
the first presidency were found in transgression his case must go
before the common council of the church ie a bishop with
counselors assisted by twelve high priests 49 in injanuary
january 1838 a newly
established procedure governing trials made it much more difficult to
remove a member of the first presidency the new law given by
revelation stated that three separate witnesses of long and faithful
standing whose testimonies were unimpeachable must bring
evidence of wrongdoing against a member of the presidency this
accomplished the common council could hear the case and if
diary of william clayton 6 august 1843 cited in andrew F ehat and lyndon W cook the
words ofjoseph
of joseph smith the contemporary accounts of the nauvoo discourses of the prophet joseph
provo religious studies center 1980 p 237 doseph
seph stated that hyrum had had a manifestation that
joseph
Uo
it was for our interest to vote for hoge
gor
nauvooans
for joseph
441he
ans voted forioseph
oseph P hoge of 1773 votes cast hoge
the election returns show that not all Nauvoo
fori
rhe
see chicago democrat 25 january 1843
1843.
1845 joseph smith probably
received 1083 and walker received go
90
voted for cyrus walker as he had promised
6
law interview 30 march 1887 p 61
41law
461bid
ibid
47diary
diary of ofjoseph
joseph smith kept by willard richards 6 august 1843 church archives
cuyahoga
hoga county ohio
d&c 10759 100 with some exceptions was received in november 1831 in Cuya
dac
see kinland
kirtland revelation book pp
ap 85 86 church archives
49d&c
dac
d&c 10776 and 82
see
43see
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the person involved were convicted the verdict had to be approved
by a majority of stakes of the church 50 in july 1840 one additional
piece of protocol relating to church courts was fixed by the prophet
no

case shall be tried without both parties being present or hav-

ing had an opportunity to be present neither should they hear one parties complaint before his case is brought up for trial neither should they
suffer the character of any one to be exposed before the council without
the person being present and ready to defend him or herself that the
minds of the councellors
councel lors be not prejudiced for or against any one whose
councillors
case they may possibly have to act upon 551

sufficiently aware of the essential requirements needed to remove a
counselor in the first presidency from office and from membership in
the church william law reeled under the apparent abuses of these
procedures in his own removal from the presidency on 8 january
1844 when joseph smith informed his second counselor that he had
been dropped from the first presidency the latter exasperatedly
1 I confess I1 feel enjoyed
declared
ennoyed very much by such unprecedented treatment for it is illegal inasmuch as 1I was appointed
by revelation so called first and was sustained twice after by
unanimous voice of dw
the general conferences 52
william law requested his case be heard at the april 1844
general conference but was denied because of the explosive nature of
things at nauvoo resulting from the mounting opposition of the
dissenters 53 because church leaders knew that the detractors could
not be contained they felt their only recourse was excommunication
the trial of excommunication 18 april 1844 involved thirty two
male members 54 joseph smith hyrum smith and sidney rigdon
were conspicuously absent and while church bishop newel K
whitney did participate in the trial it was brigham young president
of the twelve apostles who presided 55 because william law had
been dropped from the first presidency by the prophet in early
5qbe
the unpublished revelation dated 12 january 1838 is located in the scriptory book of joseph
ap 51 53 church archives
smith pp
I I nauvoo high council minutes
11 july 1840 church archives
william law record of doings at nauvoo in 1844 8 january
8january 1844 in private custody hereafter
cited as diary of william law
53joseph smith was reported as saying
to the conference that it had been expected by some that the little
petty difficulties which have existed would be brought up and investigated before this conference but it will
not be the case these things are of too trivial a nature to occupy the attention of so large a body cited in
ehat and cook words of ofjoseph
joseph smith p 339 wilford woodruff recorded the prophet as saying
josepg
he
occurred in our midst said he was not
should not occupy time in speaking of any difficulties that might have occured
joseph
a fallen prophet journal of wilford woodruff 6 april 1844 cited in ehat and cook words of ofjoseph
smith p 340
14 mention
14mention of the trial and the names of the men present is found in the diary of ofjoseph
joseph smith kept by
willard richards 18 april 1844 church archives
51a
A very abbreviated almost cryptic account of the trial in the hand of willard richards is located in
the brigham young papers under date church archives
1 1

60
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january 1844 the court handled the case as if william were a private
member law argued that such was not the case he insisted that
without being convicted of wrongdoing he was still a member of the
presidency and he protested that he could not be summarily excluded from the church in absentia 56
william law learned of his excommunication from william
marks the day after the trial 57 law s democratic individualism and
irish passion were registering high marks as he recorded his senwe consider this cutting off as illegal and
timents in his diary
therefore corrupt 58 nettled that he had been excluded from the
church without being officially charged or notified william
demanded in writing the names of his accusers the nature of the indictment who the witnesses were and what they proved 59 the
following day william law asked willard richards the prophets
clerk for a transcript of the minutes of the trial but was informed that
an entry in law s diary summarizes his
there was no record
evaluation of these actions
by the above the church has as a body
transgressed the laws of the church and of god & every principle of
justice and are under deep transgression 60
fourth william law alleged that joseph smith had sought to
control by ecclesiastical authority the financial affairs of the saints
immediately after their arrival in nauvoo william and wilson law
set out to make money williams desire to find financial success
among the saints had prompted him to inquire concerning the commercial aspects of illinois and the upper mississippi valley before
joining the saints in march 1839 law had written to robert B
thompson an old friend and fellow convert from upper canada
1I

As to the Merchan
merchantile
tile business I1 wish you would give me all the information you can on that subject as early as possible as my brother
wishes to go to the west this season let me know how the people pay

what kind of goods is most suitable how much capital would be needed
whether there are many stores there and where the best situation would
be for doing business in that line give me a description of the country
law conversant with the rules of church courts wrote that the trial was illegal and that
B young had no right to preside
diary of william law 21 april 1844 see also nauvoo expositor
7 june 1844 p 2
the court however was a tribunal possessing no power to try wm law who was
called by special revelation to stand as counsellor to the president of the church joseph which was twice
ratified by general conferences assembled at nauvoo for brigham young one of the twelve presided
whose duty it was not
the expositor stated that william marks nauvoo stake president should have
directed the proceeding
57
nauvoo
y11
li
notice of the excommunication was printed in times and seasons 5 15 april 1844 5511
for unchristianapril 18 1844 robert D foster wilson law william law and jane law of nauvoo
by the authorities of said church and ordered to be
like conduct were cut off from the church
in the times and seasons W richards church recorder
published m
diary of william law 19 april 1844
591ibid
bid 21 april 1844
goi
601
601bid
ibid
bid 22 april 1844
5william
awilliam
william

5
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ac &c
ac and tell me where the saints are going to settle if you
climate &c
know would a first rate new horsepower for grinding and sawing be
useful there is a new invention come out that is excellent 61

since by the time the laws arrived in nauvoo building lots in the
lower part of the town were available for purchase from only joseph
smith william and his brother invested in the upper part of nauvoo
and on the outskirts of the new city 62 while the financial interests of
the laws and the prophet were in competition in 1842 joseph encouraged
cou raged them to become prosperous in ways not prejudicial to the
church 63 moreover both parties maintained tolerably good relations because joseph and william were in the presidency however
by 1843 the fundamental economic interests of the native irishmen
and the mormon leader were in definite conflict brisk competition
caused the prophet to insist that the saints purchase building lots
from only the church 64 although most recognized this as a sacrifice
which would assist in liquidating church debts to william law it
sounded too much like totalitarianism in 1844 the laws publicized
their opposition to this injunction requiring the saints to purchase
from the trustee in trust 65 and in later life william testily
remembered that after their alienation he and his brother were effectively unable to sell their property 66
finally william law charged that joseph smith had introduced
into the church false doctrines publicly and corrupt practices
secretly thereby perverting his priestly authority and forfeiting
the holy priesthood 67 specifically the irish convert manifested his
repugnance to 1 a plurality of gods
ie other gods as far
above our god as he is above us and that he wrought out his salvation in the flesh with fear and trembling the same as we do 68
william law to robert B thompson 27 29 march 1839 church archives cited in cook pre 1844
letters of william law p 217
the law brothers did own a few lots in the lower part of town where their residences were located
the
blocks 139 and 148 these lots together with fractional block 152 where the steammill
ste ammill was situated had
been purchased from joseph smith however the great majority of their real property was farm ground
located east of nauvoo 5580
nauvoc
nauvoo
full sized building lots near the temple nauvoo
80 acres as well as a dozen fuli
Nau voc trustees
land book B church archives
soon after william s arrival in nauvoo joseph advised him to buy lands build mills and keep a store
to
law interview 30 march 1887 p 6 william mcintire recordsjoseph
records joseph as saying
jo keep you running
the lord had told him the prophet that bro law would do well financially if he would go & preach
the gospel william P mcintire minute book cited in ehat and cook words of ofjoseph
joseph smith p 61
when they move into
the nauvoo neighbor 20 december 1843 requested all the brethren
president joseph smith the trustee in trust and purchase their lands of him
nauvoo to consult presidentjoseph
extreme
financial difficulties undoubtedly prompted the prophet to say privately that those who come here having
money and purchased without the church & without council must be cut oqfl
joseph smith kept
off diary ofofjoseph
by willard richards 13 february 1843 church archives
nauvoo fx
bjune 1844 resolution 10 p 2
expositor
june
positor 7 7june
116law
daw
law interview 30 march 1887 p 61
6
67 nauvoo expositor 7 bjune
7june
june 1844 resolution 2 p 2
diary of william law 15 april 1844 the prophets teaching on the plurality of gods is best evidenced
in his 16 june 1844 nauvoo discourse see ehat and cook words of ofjoseph
pp 378 83
joseph smith ap
61

62
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unconditional sealing up to eternal life69by
life69 by the power of the
priesthood and 3 a plurality of wives
the prophet began to take additional wives in nauvoo in april
1841 by
bajune
byjune
june 1844 when the mormon leader was killed as many as
150 men and women had received temple related ordinances including the sanctioned though secret practice of plural marriage 70
williams unwillingness in 1843 to accept the sub rosa practice of
plural marriage especially worked a hardship on him 71 As a member
of the first presidency of the church william law had been selected
by joseph smith to receive the ancient order of the priesthood
4 may 1842
the sacred nature of this order the group was known
by its members as the quorum was explicitly detailed upon reception and the specially chosen initiates were placed under covenants of
fulness of the ancient order was to
strict obedience
6bedience
bbedience to receive the falness
be married eternally to one or more women and eventually be sealed
up unto eternal life by the power of the priesthood 72 the full implications of the order were not explained all at once and plural marriage aspects do not appear to have been discussed in the meetings of
the quorum 73
william law s initiation into the ancient order in 1842 did not
coincide with his awareness of polygamy 74 yet by the spring of
1843 the connection between the doctrine of sealing and a plurality
of wives was becoming clearly evident to him the first presidency
counselor came to know that his file leader was involved in some kind
of polygamous relationship moreover based on their then limited
knowledge of the prophets practice of plurality of wives william
law nauvoo stake president william marks and patriarch hyrum
2

nauvoo Fx
expositor
positor 7 june 1844 resolution 2 p 2
phebe
7hebe C kimball journal of discourses 26 vols london
latter day saints book depot
heber
1854 1886 10166 and erastus snow st george stake general meeting minutes 17june
17 june 1883 church
archives both indicate that as many as 130 men and women had received priesthood marriage blessings during the prophets lifetime however andrew F ehat who shared these sources with me has specifically
identified 150 individuals who received these ordinances it is possible however that not all of these were
practicing plural marriage since only the theory of polygamy not the actual practice needed to be accepted
other personal matters which undoubtedly troubled william and had a negative effect on him were the
deaths of his father and daughter helen after the quorum had prayed for their recovery and the fact that he
falness of the priesthood diary of joseph smith 27 august and
was denied the blessings of the fulness
11 september 1843
72 72williams wife jane
had been admitted to the endowment quorum by I1 october 1843 ibid
williams
69 69nauvoo

1

october 1843

mayor doseph
joseph smith said he had never preached the revelation in private as he had in public had
not taught it to the anointed quorum in the church in private which many confirmed nauvoo city coun73

church archives cited and discussed in andrew F ehat an overview of the
1979 privately
introduction of eternal marriage in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
distributed p 27 hereafter cited as ehat eternal marriage 1979
74for
for example sometime early in 1843 joseph broached the subject of plural marriage in a private
meeting william law was present and passionately declared
if an angel from heaven was to reveal to me
that a man should have more than one wife if it were in my power 1I would kill him brigham young
address 8 october 1866 brigham young papers church archives
cil minutes 10 june 1844
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smith had decided to bring the matter before the mormon populace
so joseph smith would make a full disclosure of his private teachings
and practices 75 however it was about this time 26 may 1843 that
hyrum smith with the assistance of brigham young became convinced that plural marriage had been divinely revealed to the
prophet 76 this unexpected turn of events estranged william from
hyrum as well as from joseph 77
william claimed he was shocked when the particulars of the law
of plurality were explained to him the marriage practice was
especially embarrassing to him as he had publicly ridiculed such fears
a year before
he had spoken against john C bennett s licentiousness in 1842 assuring the nauvoo populace that neither
spiritual wifery
lifery nor anything like it was condoned by church
leaders 78 law s official introduction to plural marriage came from
the church patriarch july august 1843
hyrum gave it the
revelation to me in his office told me to take it home and read it
and then be careful with it and bring it back again
andl
and 1I
oane
jane
Uane andi
uaneandl
were just turned upside down by it related william
we did not
I

1I 1

know what to do

79

notwithstanding his public statements opposing plural marriage
and his shock upon learning that the secret priesthood order was
sanctioned by revelation william law s own diary for this period
william clayton recorded that on 23 may 1843 he had a conversation with heber C kimball concernby bro hyrum and
ing a plot that is being laid to entrap the brethren involved in plural marriage
others
diary of william clayton under date
in 1866 brigham young recounted the difficulties the
prophet experienced in introducing the practice ofplural
of plural marriage he confirmed that william law william
marks and hyrum smith were operating against the prophetjoseph
prophet joseph address 8 october 1866 brigham
75 75william

young papers church archives hyrum smith publicly preached against a plurality of wives in nauvoo on
14 may 1843
AM hyrum smith addressed the people subjects from the book mormon 2d
ad chap
jacob
said there were many that had a great deal to say about the ancient order of things as solomon &
david having many wifes
cifes & concubines but its an abomination in the sight of god
diary of levi
richards under date church archives I1 am indebted to andrew F ehat for my understanding of hyrum
smith s opposition to the prophet regarding plural marriage ehat an overview of the introduction of
eternal marriage in the church ofjesus christ oflatter
of latter day saints 1840 1843 november 1980 privately distributed hereafter cited as ehat
eternal marriage
1980
ehat eternal marriage 1980
77 77sometime
sometime after williams official introduction to plural marriage july august 1843 he found a sym
pathetic ear in emma smith the deep sentiment of opposition to polygamy that each possessed singly was
effectively multiplied as they mutually vented their feelings m
in private law s negative influence on emma
becausejoseph
joseph later stated that all the sorrow he ever had in
must have been significant because
m his family had arisen
wm law nauvoo neighbor extra 17 june 1844 their conniving was vividly
through the influence of
ofwm
ofom
remembered by newel K whitney in july 1844 when he reminded william clayton that law & emma
had been in opposition to joseph & the quorum diary of william clayton 12 july 1844 law s suase
subse
quent derogation of emma smith derived not from her general opposition to and sporadic denunciation of
plural marriage but her irrational ambivalence regarding the practice
see times and seasons 3 1 august 1842 872 73 and wasp 27 july 1842
78see
sec
law interview 30 march 1887 p 661 on another occasion william law reported 1 I took it home
19law
and
after reading it I1 went directly to tojoseph
joseph smith and showed him the document he looked at it
1I remarked that it was in contradiction to the doctrine and covenants
and said it was all right
and
he seemed much disappointed in my not receiving the revelation he was very anxious that I1 would accept
the doctrine and sustain him in it he used many arguments at various times
1885
tunes afterward in its favor
affidavit of william law cited in shook true origin ofmormon
of mormon polygamy p 126
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this denial of eternal marriage deeply wounded the laws and embarrassed the first presidency counselor by casting a shadow of doubt on
his integrity as a church leader
by january 1844 williams anger together with his distaste for
secret polygamous relationships brought him to a crucial point in his
religious experience as a latter day saint however much he desired
the sealing ordinance and notwithstanding his alleged commitment
to the latter day prophet william claimed he could not assent to the
implications of plural marriage he did not insist on an infallible
misfaith
his gaith
faith unequivocally required that the prophet admit
prophet but hisfaith
error and be willing to change he said
if he joseph sins is there
no room for repentance can not god forgive him and can not we
forgive him very often in a day 83
in his last encounter with joseph smith on 8 january 1844 84
william boldly declared that polygamy was of the devil and that
doseph should put it down 85 but when the prophet insisted that
joseph
his practice of the ancient order of marriage was by revelation any remaining hope for a reconciliation was destroyed richard S law
williams son said his father with his arms around the neck of the
prophet was pleading with him to withdraw the doctrine of plural
marriage
william pleaded for this with joseph with tears
streaming from his eyes the prophet was also in tears but he informed william that he could not withdraw the doctrine for god
had commanded him to teach it and condemnation would come
upon him if he was not obedient to the commandment 86
william was further informed on 8 january 1844 that his
rebellion had resulted in his being excluded from the anointed
quorum and dropped from the first presidency 87 while william
asee
see william
3see
sec

law to isaac russell 29 november 1840 church archives cited in cook pre 1844 letbjune 1844 p 1
june
ters of william law p 218 A similar statement was advanced in the nauvoo expositor 7 7june
mthe
joseph smith kept by willard richards 8 8january
the diary of ofjoseph
january 1844 briefly notes that
joseph had
athe
thatjoseph
wrn
arn law in the street in front of william W phelphs
Phelp sss house but gives no particulars of
phelpss
an interview with wm
phelps
what transpired

diary of william law 8 january 1844 at a special meeting of the nauvoo city council 3 january
carn stated that he and william law had had a conversation about stories afloat on
1844 bishop daniel cam
and we must put it down that he knew such a thing
cifes he law thought it was from the devil
spiritual wifes
original nauvoo city council minutes 3 january 1844 church archives
was in existence
gan
aan an interesting testimony
the improvement era may 1903 pp
ap 507 10
6an
sec
william and jane law last attended a meeting of the quorum on 23 december 1843 sce
see diary of
sec
joseph smith under dates 30 december 1843 and 7 january 1844 bathsheba W smith wife of george A
smith recalled being present on 7 january 1844 when william law joseph smiths counselor was
dropped from the quorum by each one present voting yes or no in his turn he was the first member that
was dropped who had receive his endowments one member hesitated to vote which called forth earnest
remarks from the prophet joseph he showed clearly that it would be doing a serious wrong to retain him
recollections of the prophet joseph smith
longer after his explanation the vote was unanimous
345.
juvenile instructor 27 1 june 1892
18921 345
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indicates that he later seriously entertained thoughts of entering into
the practice 80 this intention may well have been related to his desire
to be eternally sealed to jane since joseph had used the acceptance of
plural marriage in theory or in practice as a test for eternal marriage
dealings
sealings
lings 81 at any rate hyrum smith claimed thatiosephs
that josephs refusal to
sea
administer the sealing blessing to the laws had initiated the rupture
between the two men
law wanted to be sealed to his wife &
joseph told him he was forbid which begun the hard feeling 82
sodiary
diary of william law I1 january 1844 fearful and terrible yea most distressing have been the scenes
hearkened
barkened
bark ened to
hark
through which we have past during the last few months
through our religious zeal we harkened
the teachings of man more than to the written word of god yea for a short moment even in contradiction
to the commandments of the most high but his spirit prevailed and before the fearful step was
we saw and learned that justice and truth virtue and holiness could alone bring us into the
taken

presence of god

dehat
iehat
ehat eternal marriage 1979 although williams official introduction to plural marriage was from
hyrum smith it is clear that the prophet also taught him the particulars of the ancient practice in 1845 in
the rutland
kirtland temple joseph smith and others had attempted to get him william law into it plurality
and in order to do so had made him acquainted with many things about it sidney rigdon to the editor
february march 1845 latter day saints messenger and advocate 1 15 march 1845 145
diary of william clayton 12 june 1844 it is
is not clear whether or not william and jane were ever
sealed alexander neibaur a close friend of the prophet said that mr wm law wisht to be married to his
joseph smith said would inquire of the lord answered no because law was a
wife for eternity mr doseph
reous person mrs law wander
wandet to know why she could not be married to mr law mr S said would not
Adulte
adultereous
wound her feeling by telling her some days after mr smith going toward his office mrs law stood in the door
bekoned to him went across to inquire yes please to
beckoned to him more the once did not know wheter
cheter she beckoned
walk in no one but herself in the house she drawing her arms around him if you wont seal me to my husband seal myself unto you he said stand away & pushing her gently aside giving her a denial & going out
brjoseph
joseph he then
when mr law came home he inquired who had been in his absence she said no one but br srjoseph
journal of alexwandet her to be married to him
journalofalex
demanded what had passed mrs L then told joseph wander
ander neibaur 24 may 1844 church archives see also hyrum smiths statement in nauvoo neighbor
law s trial of excommunication jack john
extra 17 june 1844 regarding law s adulterous conduct yet at uw
scott a canadian convert testified that to ameliorate conditions between william and joseph possibly
because ofthe
odthe
tojane
jane lawjoseph
law joseph smith had sealed william
of the accusations that the prophet had made advances jojane
to
law and his wife minutes of meeting 18 april 1844 brigham young papers church archives
some early accounts allege that a permanent rupture between joseph and william resulted when the
the adaven
adven
see eJoseph
joseph H jackson A narrative odthe
of tle
prophet attempted to take jane law as a spiritual wife se
ofthe
thomas ford history
ill
ili
lii np
and Experience of joseph H jackson in nauvoo warsaw 111
1844pp 2 1lthomas
ap 18441
tures andexperience
prairies
the Pr
of fhe
ofillinois
of illinois chicago S C griggs & co 1854 p 322 and edward bonney the banditti odthe
abies A
1881 p 18
regardless it is known that
tae
fae mississippi valley chicago belford clarke & co 18811
tale odthe
of the
joseph smith did ask for other mens wives as part of an abrahamic test
and while he did not want
manss wife he asked for nevertheless he was sealed for eternity to a few of them jedediah M grant
every man
Nei baurs jourm neibaurs
13 14
thoughjoseph
though joseph as reported in
journalofdiscourses
Discourses 215
discourse 19 february 1854 journal
1213
ofdiscourses
of
gor
seph has lately
joseph
Uo
for jane as a plural wife william law believed otherwise
forjone
nal denied that he asked forjane
endeavored to seduce my wife and has found her a virtuous woman law diary 13 may 1844
A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that neibaurs
Nei baurs account cited above though reasonably acobviously jane law s frustration over not being permitted to be eternally
is simply incomplete
curate is
m
sealed to her husband might have prompted her to request eternal marriage to the mormon leader say in
late 1843 and as per neibaur she was rebuffed subsequently possibly to gratify and assuage the laws
per john scott then later just
persohn
joseph might have finally agreed to seal the couple near christmas 1843 as perjohn
before or soon after the laws excommunication joseph smith might have sought to have jane law sealed to
him in an attempt to keep her from following her apostate husband as per law s diary and other published
bathsheba W smith one of the anointed quorum who was conversant with all the
sources noted above
ramifications of plural marriage in nauvoo believed that jane law may well have been sealed to the prophet
bathsheba W smith deposition eighth circuit court 1892 temple lot case carbon copy of original
becausejane
jane who was expecting her sixth
church archives however if this were the case it was short lived because
child did remain with her husband william law in july 1867 john hawley reported that wilford
m his hands after the death of
woodruff had said when brigham young got the records of the church in
william laws wife and francis higbys wife and
joseph smith he found by examination that
joseph as their husbands could not
i4yman wights wife and robert D fosters wife had all been sealed to tojoseph
lyman
save them john
RIDS library archives
lohn hawley autobiography january 1885 p 97 RLDS
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considered these actions as unjust and dishonourable he believed
that his dismissal had released him from a compromising position 1 I
feel relieved from a most embarrassing situation 1I cannot fellowship
the abominations which I1 verily know are practiced by this man consequently 1I am glad to be free from him 88
william seemed willing to be freed from the incubus of
polygamy but it would take time for him to abandon mormonism
altogether 89 the next few days and weeks provided an opportunity
for deep reflection his diary reveals that he was racked with self
doubt and he realized that the cardinal underpinnings of his faith in
mormonism were being wrecked on 15
13 january 1844 he bewailed
his awful condition
what my feelings have been I1 cannot relate
various and painful at times almost beyond endurance a thousand
recollections burst upon my burning brain the past the present and
the future disappointed hopes injured feelings where they should
have been held sacred
poisond arrows in
these things are as poisond
poisons
my bleeding heart 90
william was contacted by hyrum smith in march 1844 and by
almon W babbitt in april 1844 requesting a reconciliation but
the wounds could not be mended williams terms were simple a
discontinuance of the practice of plural marriage but neither man
was able to meet this demand 91 finally on monday 13 may 1844
nearly a month after law s excommunication sidney rigdon went to
william s house fully authorized to negotiate terms of peace the
visit was probably a response to the publication of the prospectus
of william law 8 january 1844
19few
few prominent dissenters from mormonism were ready to dispense altogether with the theology and
polity of the church many who organized splinter groups often demonstrated a penchant for a theocentric
rather than a democratic administrative structure for more than a year after leaving nauvoo william law
doggedly held on to the book of mormon and the doctrine and covenants as necessary taproots to any
reorganization of the church A contemplated coalition with sidney rigdon in 1845 failed in part because
law & rigdon differed in fifteen points of doctrine diary of william CI
clayton
ayton 3 may 1845 regarding
we had a conversation last winter in ohio with
this proposed reorganization sidney rigdon wrote
mr william law whom we unexpectedly met on the way to visit his brothers in mercer co in this state the
conversation was a friendly one but terminated in convincing both parties that our religious views were so
messenger and ad
widely different that no union could exist and so we parted agreeing to disagree
tee church ofchrist
vacate odthe
vocate
of christ pittsburgh 15 july 1845 william E mclellan figured most conspicuously in
of the
Mc LelIan
lellan to sidney rigdon 23 december 1844
this matchmaking attempt see for example william E mclellan
hampton illinois cited in latter day saints messenger and advocate 15 january 1845 soon thereafter
however law divorced himself completely from mormonism he affirmed in 1885 that he was thoroughly
convinced that it never was a church of christ but a most wicked blasphemous humbug gotten up for the
cited in shook true origin of mormon
1885 affidavit of william law
purpose of making money
88diary
diary

polygamy

p 127

diary of william law 13 january 1844
ibid under dates 29 march and 15 april 1844 after his excommunication william contemptuously
9ibid
bibid
reported that he had left the church because he had only one wife and could obtain no more but yet to
affelting
elling
eiting 11 september 1903
Kn
knealing
knelting
affidavit of ofjoseph
joseph A knelling
gain eternal life one must have half a score
9

on plural marriage
fi
idavits

church archives
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92 see reproducfriday92
of the nauvoo expositor released the previous Friday
tion of broadside on p 69 but the irishman remained adamant

told him that if they wanted peace they could have it on the
following conditions that joseph smith would acknowledge publicly
practiced the doctrine of plurality of wives that
that he had taught and practised
he brought a revelation supporting the doctrine and that he should
own the whole system revelation and all to be from hell 93
1I

sidney rigdon admitted that he was not authorized to go so far
and could only promise the laws a restoration of their membership
the question that had plagued william law was how far to push
his denunciation of polygamy seeing no hope of a reconciliation
william resolved to save the church from error by exposing the
leviathan to the nauvoo populace 94 he seized upon his damning
evidence
and in late may and early june 1844 he legally charged
joseph smith with adultery and publicized the nature of the
prophets polygamous teachings and practices in the pages of the
nauvoo expositor 95 but william law badly misjudged the mentality
of the mormon people he had not recognized their corporate
solidarity or the tremendous love and support extended to joseph
smith as the lords mouthpiece 96 much to his dismay his open attack on the church leader further alienated him and labeled him as a
bitter enemy of the restoration
the destruction of the nauvoo expositor provided the
malcontents their first hard evidence with which to condemn joseph
smith for illegal acts it was during his detention at carthage on a
91the
the prospectus of the nauvoo expositor informed its readers that the forthcoming weekly would adcharier seek the separation of church and state champion pure principles of
vocate the repeal of the nauvoo charter
morality and decry political revelation and unit power in summary the columns of the new paper would
give a full candid and succinct statement of FACTS AS THEY REALLY EXIST IN THE CITY OF
fearless of whose particular case the facts may apply
NALJVOO
NAUVOO
diary of william law 13 may 1844
94tbe
7june 1844 p 1 claimed that many of us have sought a reformation in the
june
the nauvoo expositor 7 bjune
Tyl
iyl
warsaw
As early as 3 april 1844 the pursaw
iblarsaw signal anbut our petitions were treated with contempt
church
nounced the rupture between joseph smith and william law
that a difficulty originated
it is said
some time since between the prophet and some of his most conspicuous followers in relation to the doctrine
of spiritual wives under date given
95 95despite
despite his position of power and prestige william law and his cohorts failed to exert a significant
force against joseph smith among the masses at nauvoo it was with the non mormon community that the
malcontents found a listening ear As the prophet said on 10 june 1844
this is a paper nauvoo exnauvoo neigbbor
neighbor extra 17 june 1844 the indictment
positor that is exciting our enemies abroad
mentioned above was based on the sworn testimony of william and wilson law and was filed in hancock
county circuit court on 23 may 1844 it chargedjoseph
charged joseph smith with having lived with maria lawrence in an
open state of adultery from 12 october 1843 to 23 may 1844 the single issue of the obnoxious nauvoo ex
positor
for was dated 7 june 1844 william law claimed that in addition to the copies of the expositor that were
posi tor
distributed in nauvoo as many as five hundred copies were mailed out of the city
this day the nauvoo expositor goes forth to the world rich with facts such expositions as make the guilty tremble and rage
1000 sheets were struck and five hundred mailed forthwith
diary of william law 7 june 1844
on this point see
960n
sec david brion davis antebellum american culture an interpretive anthology
ap 222 24
lexington mass D C heath and co 1979 pp
lexmgton
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charge of riot in the expositor matter that the prophet was killed
although william law insisted on payment for damages of his
wrecked press97 and actively sought to have the mormon leader
punished by the civil law he denied complicity in any plot to have
joseph smith assassinated 98
law s private diary shows that he was not at carthage when the
smiths were murdered but while he characterized the murders as an
outrage yet he believed the horrid deaths were actually the result
of a blasphemed god who had taken vengeance william wrote
in july 1844 that the murders were very shocking to his feelings
4 1

joseph and hyrum brought it upon themselves and 1I used
yet as they doseph
my influence to prevent any outrage even from the commencement of
the excitement believing that the civil law had power to expose iniquity and punish the wicked 1I say consequently I1 look on calmly and
while the wicked slay the wicked 1I believe 1I can see the hand of a
blasphemed god stretched out in jud
judgement
gement the cries of innocence
and virtue have ascended up before the throne of god and he has
taken sudden vengeance 99

in the final analysis william law s strong feelings for mormonism were not enduring his rejection ofofjoseph
joseph as a true prophet
was not just a rational decision based on any one thing it was a complex transferral of loyalty the decision to break with the mormon
leader seems to have been only the final stage of a psychological
reorientation that had begun early in 1843
1845 even before william first
suspected the prophet was involved in polygamy in order for ones
loyalty to be irreversible it must seize his feelings and thoughts to
the exclusion of almost all else 100 law s commitment to individualism and democracy precluded this the Irish
irishmans
mans motives
for apostasy appear to have stemmed from a perception real or imagined that his civil and religious liberties were being threatened
within the mormon community 101 by 1838 the administrative power
97the
91the laws claimed that their loss in
m the destruction of the expositor press and equipment amounted to
about 1000 and while edward hunter did give a note to the laws fosters and higbees in the amount of
500 to assist in cancelling the claim it is uncertain if the proprietors actually collected on the note see
william and wilson law to edward hunter 1844 1845 typescript and edward hunter bond 2 may 1846
J willard marriott library university of utah
9 gafter the martyrdom
after
warrants were issued for the arrest of william and wilson law as accessories to
the murders on 29 september 1844 william was taken into custody at hampton illinois but mysteriously
released by the officers the following day some believed that the arrest was actually a farce see the upper

october 1844
99william law to isaac
20july
july 1844 church archives
isaa hill 20
Islivan
silvan S tomkins the psychology of commitment the constructive role of violence and sufferessayss on the abolitionists ed
essa
ing for the individual and for his society the antislavery vanguard new ersa
martin duberman princeton NJ princeton university press 1965 p 273
tony
fony one years after he left nauvoo william law claimed that joseph smith required every
lolin
in 1885 forty
man and woman to believe in him believe in all his revelations believe in all his teachings and uphold and
1885 affidavit of william law
p 126
sustain him in every thing
mississippian

5
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of the church had concentrated into the hands of one man the
prophet joseph smith some notable converts were not willing to
allow this ecclesiastical domination in their economic and political affairs

nor would they condone what they considered to be defiance

of the law of the land william law believed that new doctrines had
corrupted the church not unlike oliver cowdery david whitmer
and lyman johnson he believed that the established laws of the
church and the revelations had been trampled underfoot for expedience in order to remove undesirables indeed he maintained that
the written revelations the scriptures were superior to the living
prophet 102 these men were more comfortable with the then popular
values of evangelical protestantism
A widely known scholar of religious dissent in america has
argued that the pervasive democratic spirit of this period did not encourage institutional good order but tended rather to foster a determination to hold fast to civil and religious liberties in religious
communities self reliant frontier life was often expressed in differences
feren ces over pure doctrine novel practices and the use of authority
not infrequently the western settler was intolerant of externally imposed authority and schism would occur when doctrines or practices
far fetched 103 thus it would
seemed too intricately reasoned or too farfetched
appear that william law s case of religious dissent in mormon
nauvoo was not unique but instead uniquely american
in the end william law s disillusionment with mormonism resulted in a complete rejection of institutionalized religion william
spent the remainder of his life seeking to implement christian principles in his own way
after he left nauvoo he continued another decade as a merchant in northern illinois hampton and later galena but eventually
turned his attention to medicine regionally acknowledged as a competent physician and surgeon dr law practiced nearly forty years
Shulls burg wisconsin he died of
near apple river illinois and at shullsburg
pneumonia at the age of eighty two 104 by design william law s
comparison of proof texts cited by william law reveals a basic inconsistency in 1638 1839 he cited
passages of the doctrine and covenants in support of the mormon prophet in 1844 he cited scripture
101
18355 ed and jacob 2 in the book of mormon in justification of his complete rejection ofjoseph
d&c 10
loi1 1855
183
dac
smith an infallible scripture was quoted as authority in both cases and yet in 1844 it was made to prove exactly the reverse of what it was made to prove in 1839 this doctrine of an absolutely infallible scripture once
entertained by hyrum smith also actually resulted in law s self stultification
10edwin
edwin scott gaustad dissent in american religion chicago university of chicago press 1973
102a
A

pp
ap

13 22
imwilliarn
william

Shulls burg wisconsin in early 1866 where they remained until their
and jane law moved to shullsburg
deaths william died 12 january 1892 and jane died 8 september 1882
although inclined to remain
withdrawn from public life william law nevertheless was a prominent and respected citizen in his
Shulls burg bank
community in later years he served as one of five directors of the shullsburg
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post nauvoo years were quiet and reserved any publicity naturally
would have resurrected a past that he wished not to remember
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